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STOLL-MULTI GAUGES®
MORE PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY

ONE MACHINE,
A HOST OF POSSIBILITIES
Progressively fast-changing markets, increasingly
short-lived trends, more and more dynamic
customer requirements. Today’s successful knitters
share one key trait in particular: nonstop machinery
use – around the clock. This requires minimal
setup and downtime.
Stoll makes this possible and gives new meaning
to the word ﬂexibility: Stoll-multi gauges® and
Stoll-ﬂexible gauge® allow knitting in various
gauges, from coarse to ﬁne, on a single machine.
This creates lasting economic beneﬁts for the
production of knitted garments, and ﬂexibility
throughout the line.
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ADVANTAGES
MULTI GAUGE
OF

FLEXIBILITY

COST-EFFECTIVENESS

Using Stoll-multi gauges® and Stoll-ﬂexible gauge®,
various gauges can be knitted on a single machine.
Stoll-multi gauges® even allows the use of different
gauges in the same row of knitted fabric, without
having to change the needle or carry out a gauge
conversion. This reduces machinery requirements,
while at the same time making facilities much more
ﬂexible. And what’s more, working widths from
45 inches to 96 inches are available in a choice of
two to six knitting systems. Knitting optics between
E 1.5 and E 16* can easily be produced with a gauge
range from E 2,5.2 to E 8.2. The yarn selection is
almost unlimited.

In a nutshell: Stoll-multi gauges® reduces the need
for additional investment in machinery, as only one
model is needed to produce different knitting optics.
This increases the utilization of each machine, allows
a quicker reaction to trends and individual requirements, and saves space in production facilities. In
short, Stoll-multi gauges® is an ideal way to set up or
expand production in a cost-effective manner.

*depending on yarn and needle type used

TIME SAVING
There’s no need to change either the needle bed or
other machine components in order to knit different
gauges. This can save valuable time and costs. Stollmulti gauges® makes many things possible – with a
single machine.

SUSTAINABILITY
However, should ideas develop to become more
specialized, meaning that there are individual
knitting and gauge requirements that the existing
machine range does not support, it is possible to
perform a gauge conversion by simply changing the
needle bed and some cam elements. The conversion
of every machine can be performed within a short
time and without difficulty, meaning that the same
amount of existing machinery can be used.

A CLASS OF ITS OWN
WN
Every Multi Gauge machine in the CMS generation
speaks for itself – both in terms of technology
ology and
cost-effectiveness. Stoll has the right solution
lution for
every production requirement. The Multii Gauges
machines allow the production of knitted garments
using all traditional knitting modes such as Jacquard,
Structures, Intarsia, Stoll-applications®, Stoll-racking
oll-racking
effects® etc. Almost all Multi Gauge machines
es can be
equipped with Intarsia yarn carriers. These include
nclude the
CMS 530 HP multi gauge, CMS 822 HP multi
ulti gauge
and the CMS 933 HP multi gauge.
These machines can also be equipped with
ith the
optimized Intarsia kit: with up to 32 Intarsia
yarn carriers and 2 x 16 fold clamping and
cutting device. This enables highly
effective and competitive production of
all
complex
Intarsia
patterns
in
combination with other knitting modes.

THE DIFFERENCE
IS IN THE DETAIL
Coarse and ﬁne with just one needle. This means that one machine
gauge can be used to produce different looks without having to
waste time changing the needle. Stoll offers a unique needle with a
spring-loaded latch that allows such a wide spectrum of gauges.
The shape of the needle hook, design of the needle latch and other
geometric elements of the needle guarantee its strong performance. The needle in Stoll-multi gauges® not only allows a wide
variety of knitting gauges, but is also able to take up large amounts
of yarn and securely hold multi-thread yarn. This makes it an important factor in saving yarn and producing reliable garments. Last
but not least, it stands out for its robust construction, which ensures it lasts longer than an average needle.

STOLL SPRING LOADED LATCH NEEDLE
Compared to standard needles available on the market,
the Stoll needle with spring-loaded latch has a much
shorter latch, which makes it possible to knit extremely
ﬁne stitches. The hook of the needle is larger overall,
allowing the same needle to also produce coarser
stitches.

Flexibility and reliability as only Stoll can offer.

CONVENTIONAL NEEDLE

Gauges for Multi Gauge machines
Machine
gauge

Needle
bed

Knitting
range*

Standard
hook

Large
hook

Small
hook

2,5.2

5

1.5 – 5

4

4L

5

3,5.2

7

3–7

4

4L

5

5.2

10

5 – 10

5.2

–

–

6.2

12

6 – 12

8

–

10

7.2

14

7 – 14

10

–

12

8.2

16

8 – 16

14

–

–

*depending on yarn and needle type used

DISCOVER STOLL VARIETY
STOLL-MULTI GAUGES®

STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®

Using Stoll-multi gauges®, different gauges in the
same knitting row can be knitted side by side with
different yarns – all with just one single machine.

Stoll-ﬂexible gauge® allows to knit one gauge in
the same knitting row one on top of the other.
Whether it´s the all-needle technique or 1x1 technique. Today ﬁne, tomorrow coarse garment - all
possible with exactly the same machine.

2x Nm 30/2 all needles
1x Nm 2,9 1x1 technique
3x Nm 4,6 1x1 technique
1x Nm 2,9 ﬂoat structure

2x Nm 4,6 1x1 technique
3x Nm 30/2 all needles

1x Nm 2,9 1x1 technique

2x Nm 30/2 all needles

3x Nm 30/2 all needles

4x Nm 30/2 all needles
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M1plus®
The pattern software M1plus® is
the easy way to program Stoll-multi
gauges®. Stoll software makes
knitting as ﬂexible as the technique
itself. A wide range of modules,
functions and automatic operations assist the knitter in producing Multi Gauge patterns. Knitting
patterns can, for example, be
switched at a click from ﬁne to
coarse and vice versa, as well
as converted to different gauges.
Transitions from areas of the
pattern with different gauges
are generated automatically.
Multi Gauge versions of all
stitch structures, knitting
modules and pattern elements
are available in the M1plus®
module explorer database.
patternshop.stoll.com
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